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In this tutorial we will show Star-Delta (Y-Δ) 3-phase induction AC Motor Start method by Automatic Star-delta starting with Timer with schematic, power, control and wiring diagram as well as how star-delta starts works and their applications with pros and cons. Automatic Star Delta Starts with Timer For three phase MotorExplanation of the work and operation of star delta automatic starter with Timer
Wiring Installation: From left you have the main contactor with pneumatic hours, because your main contactor is always energy, in the middle you have Delta contactor with a thermal overload for engine protection if the engine exceeds ampere rating set on the thermal overload , on the right you have the Star contactor, which is the first contactor to be energised with the main contactor then when the timer
reaches its deadline Star contactor de-energizes and Delta contactor energizes and the engine runs at full load. Related Motor Control &amp; Power Diagrams:From L1 Phase Stream flows to thermal overload switch through fuse, then OFF push button, On push button Fuse Switch 2 and then C3. In this way, the circuit is completed, as a result; Contactor coil C3 and timer coil (I1) is energy at once and the
engine winding then connected in the Star. When C3 is filled with energy, the extra open connections are closed and vice versa (i.e. the close connections will be open). Thus, the C1 contactor is also current and the three-phase supply reaches the engine. Since winding is connected in star, therefore each stage will get √3 times less than the line voltage, ie 230V. Therefore the Engine starts safely. The
close contact between C3 in the Delta line opens because there would be no chance of activating contactor 2 (C2). After leaving the push button, timer coil and coil 3 will receive a supply through Timer contact (Ia), Holding contact 3 and the close contact 2 of C2. When Contactor 1 (C1) is socked, the two open contacts in lines C1 and C2 are closed. For the specific time (usually 5-10 seconds) when the
engine will be connected in the asterisk after the Timer contact (Ia) will be open (We can change by turning the timer button to adjust the time again) and as a result; Contactor 3 (C3) will be turned off, because of which the open link of C3 will be close (which is in the range of C2) thus C2 will also energize. Similarly, when the C3 off, then the star connection of winding will also open. And C2 will be closed.
Therefore, the engine blade will be connected in Delta. In addition, Contact 2 (which is in line C3) will open, after which there would be no chance of activation of coil 3 (C3)Since the engine is connected in Delta now, therefore, each stage of the engine will receive full line voltage (400V) and the engine will start running in full motion. Related Post: Click on the image to enlargeStar Delta starts Power Circuit
ChartClick image to enlargeStar Delta starts with Control DiagramClick image to Star Delta (Y-Δ) Starts with Timer for 3-phase induction motor abbreviations: ( For Control Wiring of Three Phase Star Delta Starts with Timer)R , Y, B = Red, Yellow, Blue ( 3 phase lines)C.B = General circuit breakerMain = Main SupplyY = StarΔ = Delta1a = TimerC1, C2, C3 = Contatcors (For Power &amp; Control Chart)O/L
= Over Load RelayNO = Usually OpenNC = Normally ClosedK1 = Contactor (Contactor coil)K1/NO = Contactor Holding Coil (Usually Open)Related post:Benefits:Simple design and operationComformattly cheaper than other voltage management methodsTorque and Star delta starter's current performance is good. It draws twice the starting current of the Full Load Ampere (FLA) of the connected engine.
The reduced starting power to one third (approx.) compared to DOL (Direct ON Line Starter) Read also: ConsStarting Torque is also reducing to a third, because the starter reduces the starting power to one third of the nominal current [as Line voltage also reduced to 57% (1/√3)]The required Six leads or terminals (Delta Connected) For Delta voltage, the supply voltage must be the same as the nominal
engine. At clutch time (From star to Delta), if the engine does not reach at least 90% of its nominal speed, then the current peak can be as high as in Direct ON Line starter(D.O.L), thus it can cause harmful effects on contactors contacts, so it would not be reliable. We may not use a star delta starter if the required (application or load torque) is more than 50% of the three-phase induction engines classified
as torqueReaeded Post:2 Speeds, 2 Directions Multispeed 3-phase Motor Power &amp; Control DiagramsStart current is 33% full load flow for star delta starter. The maximum starting torque is 33% of the full-load torque. The maximum starting current is 1.3 to 2.6 of full load current. Star-Delta Starter can only be used for low to high power three phase induction engines. It has reduced starting power and
torque. The 6 connection cables are required for the engine terminal box. In Star Delta starts, Current peak and mechanical load at the transition from star deltaAs we know the main purpose of star delta starter is to start the three phase induction engine in Star Connection while driving in Delta Connection.While keep in mind that the Star Delta starter can only be used for low to medium voltage and easy
start torque induction engines. In case of direct online start (D.O.L) start, the receiving power on the engine is about 33%, while the starting torque reduced about 25-30%. In this way, the Star Delta Starter can only be used for light load during engine start-up. Otherwise, the heavy load engine will start due to low torque, which needs to speed up the engine to nominal speed while converting to the Delta
connection. You can also read other power &amp; control charts below: Star Delta Starter is a very common form of and is widely used in relation to the other type of starting methods of the induction engine. A star delta is used for a cage cage designed to run normally on delta-connected stator winding. Connecting a three-phase induction engine with a star delta starter is shown in the figure below. When
the switch S is in the START position, the stator connects to the tilts in the star as shown below. When the engine picks up the speed, about 80 percent of its nominal speed, the switch S is immediately placed in the RUN position. As a result, a stator twisted which was in star connection is changed to DELTA connection now. The delta connection of the stator winding in shown in the figure below. Firstly,
the stator winding is connected in the star and then in delta, so that the engine's starting line current is reduced to one third compared to the starting current with windings connected in the delta. When starting an induction engine, when the stator's tiles are star-connected, each stator phase receives a voltage VL/√3. Here's the VL line voltage. Since the developed torque is proportional to the square of the
voltage applied to an induction engine. Star delta starter reduces starting torque to one-third, which is achieved by direct delta start. Theory of the Star Delta Starter Method for starting the induction engine At the start of the induction engine, stator viktations are connected to the star, and therefore the voltage across each phase wind is equal to 1/√3 times the line voltage. Let, VL is the line voltage Istyp is
starting current per phase with stator tilts connected in star. Istyl is the starting line current with the stator winding in the star For star connection, the line current is equal to the phase current Therefore the V1 phase voltage VL is the line voltage IstΔp is the starting current per phase by direct shift with the stator tilts connected in the delta. IstΔl is the starting line current by direct switching with the stator
blades in the delta. IscΔp is the short-circuit phase by direct switching with stator hatch in the delta. Ze10 is standstill equivalent impedance per phase of the engine, referred to stator for Delta connection, the line power is equal to the root three times of the phase power. With the star delta starter, the starting current from the main supply is thus one third of the one with direct shifts in the delta. Also,
therefore, with the star delta starting, the starting torque is reduced to one third of the starting torque achieved with direct shift in the delta. Where IflΔp is the full load phase current with the winding in Delta But therefore, the equation (4) shown above gives the starting torque of an induction engine in the starting method of the star delta. A star delta starter will start an engine with a star connected stator
twisted. When the engine reaches about 80% of its full load speed, it will start running in a delta connected stator winding. A star delta starter is a type of reduced voltage starter. We use it to reduce the engine's starting power without the use of device or appliance. This is a great advantage of a star delta starter as it typically has about 1/3 of inrush power compared to a DOL starter. The starter consists
mainly of a TPDP switch, which stands for Tripple Pole Double Throw switch. This switch changes the stator twisted from star to delta. During take-off mode, the stator is twisted in the form of a star. Now we'll see how a star delta starter reduces the starting power of a three-phase induction engine. To let's consider VL= Supply Line Voltage, ILS = Supply Line Power and IPS = Winding Power per Phase
and Z=Impedance per phase winding on stand still stand. Because the winding is star-connected, the winding current per phase (IPS) is equal to supply line power (ILS). Since the winding is star-connected, the voltage across each phase of the winding is therefore the winding current per phase is Da here, the winding current per phase (IPS) corresponds to the supply line power (ILS), we can write, Now,
let's consider the situation where the engine gets started with the delta connected stator twisted from the same three phase supply points,Here, here, ILS = Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current per Phase and Z = Impedance per phase winding from the same three phase supply points,Here, ILS = Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current per Phase and Z = Impedance per phase winding
from the same three phase supply points,Here, ILS = Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current per Phase and Z = Impedance per phase winding from the same three phase supply points,Here, ILS = Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current per Phase and Z = Impedance per phase winding from the same three phase supply points,Here, ILS = Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current
per Phase and Z = Impedance per phase winding from the same three phase supply points,Here, ILS = Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current per Phase and Z = Impedance per phase winding from the same three phase supply points,Here, ILS = Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current per Phase and Z = Impedance per phase winding from the same three phase supply points,Here, ILS =
Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current per Phase and Z = Impedance per phase winding from the same three phase supply points,Here, ILS = Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current per Phase and Here, ILS = Supply Line Current and IPD = Winding Current per phase and Z= Impedance per stage winding on still stand stand. Since the winding is delta-connected, the supply line current
(ILD) is rooted three times of the winding current per phase (IPD) Since the winding is deltaconnected, the voltage across each phase of winding is Therefore the winding current per phase is Now we can write, Now, by comparing supply line flows pulled by an induction engine with star and delta connected winding, we get Thus we can say that starting power from the mains in case of star delta is a third of
direct shift in the delta. Again, we know that the starting torque of an induction engine is proportional to the square of the voltage used for the winding per phase. The equation shows that star delta starts reduce starting torque to a third of what is produced by DOL starter. The star-delta starter is similar to an autotransformer with a 57.7% interception. Benefits of Star Delta StarterS Benefits of star delta
starters include: InexpensiveNo heat is produced, or pressure changing device must be used, hence efficiency increases. Start power reduced to 1/3 by direct online start power. Produce high torque per ampere of line current. Disadvantages of Star Delta Starter Disadvantages of Star Delta Starters include: Starting torque is reduced to 1/3 of full load torque. A specific set of engines required. Use of Star
Delta StarterAs in the above pros and cons, a star delta starter is most suitable for applications where the required starting current is low and where the line current draw must be at a minimum value. The star delta launcher is not suitable for applications where high starting torque delivery is required. For these applications, a DOL starter should be used instead. If the engine is too strong There will not be
enough torque to accelerate the engine up to speed before switching over to the delta position. Example application for a star delta starter is a Centrifugal compressor. Compressor.
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